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Abstract: While general equilibrium theories of trade stress the role of 
third-country effects, little work has been done in the empirical foreign 
direct investment (FDI) literature to test such spatial linkages. This paper 
aims to provide further insights into long-run determinants of Spanish FDI 
by considering not only bilateral but also spatially weighted third-country 
determinants. The few studies carried out so far have focused on FDI flows 
in a limited number of countries. However, Spanish FDI outflows have 
risen dramatically since 1995 and today account for a substantial part of 
global FDI. Therefore, we estimate recently developed Spatial Panel Data 
models by Maximum Likelihood (ML) procedures for Spanish outflows 
(1993-2004) to top-50 host countries. After controlling for unobservable 
effects, we find that spatial interdependence matters and provide evidence 
consistent with New Economic Geography (NEG) theories of 
agglomeration, mainly due to complex (vertical) FDI motivations. Spatial 
Error Models estimations also provide illuminating results regarding the 
transmission mechanism of shocks. 
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1. Introduction 

According to Blonigen (2005) “there is an increasing recognition that understanding 
the forces of economic globalization requires looking first at foreign direct investment 
(FDI) by multinational corporations (MNCs): that is, when a firm based in one country 
locates or acquires production facilities in other countries” 
2. Indeed, while real world GDP grew at an annual rate of 2.5 percent and real world 
exports grew by 5.6 percent annually from 1986 through 2005, UNCTAD data show 
that real world FDI inflows grew by 17.7 percent over the same period.  

FDI has grown at a remarkable rate since 1980. This surge has occurred worldwide, 
but it has been particularly dramatic in Spain. Spain’s outward FDI flows have recently 
outpaced world FDI transactions, especially in the second half of the nineties when 
Spanish firms began to internationalize3. Initially a net importer, Spain’s outflows have 
steadily increased and become more active, eventually making the country a current 
net capital exporter. According to UNCTAD figures, Spain’s cumulative investment 
abroad scarcely represented 3% of its GDP in the early nineties, but by 2006 outward 
FDI stock had risen to 41% of GDP. Thus, the relative weight of Spanish investment in 
world FDI rose to approximately 6% on average in 2001-2006. (See Graph 1). 

Graph 1. Spanish and world outward foreign direct investment transactions 
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2  According to the IMF’s definition, FDI is the acquisition of 10% or more of the assets of a 
foreign firm. It is often defined as an investment involving a long-term relationship and 
reflecting a lasting interest and control of a resident entity in one economy (foreign direct 
investor or parent enterprise) in a firm resident in an economy other than that of the foreign 
direct investor (FDI enterprise or affiliate enterprise of a foreign affiliate). It implies that the 
investor exerts a significant degree of influence on the management of the enterprise resident in 
the other economy.  
3 See Gordo, Martín & Tello (2008) 
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The positive qualities associated with this sort of international capital flow, that is, its 
relative stability (by reducing vulnerability to specific conditions of a domestic or 
foreign market), its potential for spurring productivity and diffusing technology, and 
the fact that it permits the spatial fragmentation of production processes, have meant 
that increasing attention has been devoted to the effects and determinants of FDI4.   

Much of the literature is based on analyses using partial equilibrium models of 
individual firm-level FDI decisions. Researchers looking at world FDI patterns have 
generally used variations of a gravity framework to model FDI, specifying parent- and 
host-country GDPs along with distance as its core determinants. These models appear 
able to describe FDI patterns statistically, but while Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) 
have solidified an appropriate gravity specification as theoretically valid for trade 
patterns, it is not clear that this is true for FDI patterns.  

The bulk of the theory on the creation of Multinational enterprises stems from the 
general equilibrium models of Markusen (1984) and Helpman (1984) which use two-
country frameworks. Since then, richer general equilibrium models have been 
developed that allow for more complex forms of imperfect competition (e.g. 
Markusen, 2002; Helpman, Melitz, and Yeaple, 2004). Nevertheless, most FDI models 
maintain the simple two-country, two-factor framework.  

With the recent development of spatial econometrics models, the theoretical literature 
has recognized that the complex motivations for FDI probably require modelling in a 
multilateral context, a context in which a multi-national enterprise (MNE) considers 
home, host, and third country characteristics when choosing firm activities.  

Hence, while general equilibrium theories of trade stress the role of third-country 
effects, little work has been done in the empirical foreign direct investment (FDI) 
literature to test such spatial linkages. There are, however, a few recent exceptions. 
Coughlin and Segev (2000) first considered US FDI across Chinese regions. Baltagi et 
al (2007) and Blonigen et al (2007) are two innovative studies on this topic. The 
former analyzes US outward FDI stock in country-industry pairs (1989-1999) whereas 
the latter focuses on FDI from the US to 20 OECD countries (1980-2000). The main 
empirical finding arises from the significance of third-country effects. More recently, 
Garretsen and Peeters (2008) provide similar evidence for the spatial dependence of 
Dutch FDI outflows (1984-2004) benchmarking Blonigen’s model. Furthermore, Hall 
and Petroulas (2008)’s recent model is similar to Baltagi’s, as it uses spatially weighted 
exogenous variables and tests for spatial autocorrelation with a wider sample selection 
of host and origin countries.  

In this paper, though, recently developed Spatial Panel Data models proposed by 
Elhorst (2003, 2009) are estimated by Maximum Likelihood (ML) for Spanish 
outflows for 1993-2004 to top-50 host countries. By observing the spatial distribution 
pattern of Spanish FDI outflows during this period (see Graph 2), spatial 

                                                
4 See for instance Romer (1993), Rappaport (2000) and Rodríguez-Clare (1996). 
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interdependence claims to be tested. Our focus will be limited to 50 host countries 
(top-50 FDI receivers) for at least two reasons.  

Graph 2. Spanish foreign direct investment outflows (1993-2004)
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         Source: Registro de Inversiones Extranjeras (RIE). 
  
First, these countries account for the lion’s share of Spanish FDI throughout the world. 
In particular, for the years in our sample, these countries hosted an average of 95% of 
Spanish outbound FDI. Second, focusing on these sample countries will probably limit 
vertical specialization as a primary motivation of FDI, allowing us to better disentangle 
the factors behind any spatial interdependence. In fact, Blonigen and Davis (2004) find 
substantial structural differences in the determinants of US FDI in developed versus 
less-developed countries. As a result, pooling all countries would lead to significantly-
biased point estimates.  

The model approach is similar to Blonigen et al. (2007) and Garretsen and Peeters 
(2008) since spatial interactions are captured under a multilateral framework. By 
estimating spatial lag models (the former) and, additionally, spatial error models (the 
latter) both these studies find significant evidence for spatial FDI interdependences (i.e. 
US and Dutch outflows) after controlling for fixed effects.  

In spite of recent trends in international applied research, no empirical approach has 
focused on Spanish FDI outflows from a multilateral point of view for the time being. 
Thus, the null hypotheses under analysis in this work are twofold.  
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First, the influence of spatial interactions on Spanish FDI outflows is tested by 
estimating recently developed spatial models with unobservable effects. Second, no 
structure is imposed to isolate one particular multilateral effect (i.e. horizontal or 
vertical specialization motivations, among others); rather, the net effects of such forces 
are estimated. In this regard, the correlation signs of the spatial autoregression and 
spatial error models may provide evidence for or against alternative theories for FDI 
motivations.  

The main empirical results prove the relevance of spatial interdependence in Spanish 
FDI outflows after controlling for unobservable effects. Additionally, we provide 
evidence consistent with New Economic Geography (NEG) theories of agglomeration, 
mainly due to complex (vertical) FDI motivations. And last but not least, spatial error 
model estimations show traces of the transmission mechanism of shocks. However, as 
in the related literature, the results turn out to be sensitive to sample selection.  

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section (2) reviews the related 
literature, emphasizing approaches that consider third-country effects on FDI location 
decisions; section (3) discusses the empirical model and variables employed, while 
section (4) provides the Spatial Panel Data estimation methods; section (5) describes 
the data and provides a brief overview of Spanish FDI geographical patterns, section 
(6) highlights the main results, and section (7) concludes.  

2. Theoretical background 

Studies of FDI flows are lagging some way behind the parallel trade literature, but they 
face even more daunting issues. Intuition and theory may suggest that MNE and FDI 
behaviour is much more difficult to model than trade flows (see Blonigen, 2005). As 
FDI includes aspects of international trade, international flows, and information 
asymmetries, any study of the determinants of its activity must first acknowledge the 
complexity involved in the decision to invest abroad.  

The vast majority of theoretical studies start from the premise that a firm investing 
abroad will be at some initial disadvantage with respect to local firms, and that the 
costs they incur in order to operate in this foreign market will be significantly higher. 
Therefore, there must be some sort of offsetting advantage for a firm to choose to 
become a multinational. Dunning (1977, 1981) provide a widely accepted, systematic 
framework for understanding those advantages, known as the OLI, Ownership, 
Location, Internalization, reflecting the three main considerations on which a firm 
bases its decision. First, a firm that invests must enjoy some economies of scale with 
respect to intangible assets such as knowledge capital or organizational know-how that 
can be easily exploited by investing abroad. Second, the firm must have at least a 
reason to locate production abroad rather than concentrate it at home, especially if 
there are scale economies at the plant level. Hence, the decision to invest abroad will 
depend on the costs of investing there, the costs of operating there, and/or on the 
market access provided by the investment. Lastly, the investing firm must have some 
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incentive to want to exploit its ownership advantage internally, rather than licensing or 
selling its product or process to an unrelated foreign firm.  

So, given that the decision to undertake an FDI project comprises many aspects, 
economic theory needs to connect all these ideas with firm and country features in a 
consistent manner. The Knowledge-capital model of FDI, which has become the 
workhorse of the multinational firm theory, makes a serious effort in this direction, 
especially in the formulation of the location aspect of the FDI decision.  

The first attempt to tackle the question was made by Markusen (1984) and Helpman 
(1984). MNE general equilibrium theory has suggested two very distinct motivations 
for FDI: To access markets in the face of trade frictions (Horizontal FDI) or to access 
low wages (or lower factor endowment costs) for part of the production process 
(Vertical FDI). More recently, a number of papers have begun to stress more 
complicated patterns of FDI. For instance, a logical possibility is export platform FDI
(Ekholm, Forslid, and Markusen, 2003, and Bergstrand and Egger, 2004) where an 
MNE places FDI in a host country to serve as a production platform for exports to a 
group of (neighbouring) host countries.  

There are two necessary conditions for evidence of export platform FDI. The first is 
that FDI will be attracted to countries that are located near other valuable markets 
because these locations provide potential platforms for reaching these third countries. 
The second is that, in the presence of plant-level fixed costs, FDI in one country acts as 
a substitute for FDI in other countries since the MNE can export more cheaply from a 
single, well-suited subsidiary. Thus, in order to test for export platform FDI, it is vital 
to control for both spatial lags and market potential.  

In more complex vertical interaction (or fragmentation), affiliates of an MNE in a 
variety of hosts ship intermediate goods to each other for further processing before 
shipping a (more) finished product back to the parent (see, e.g., Baltagi, Egger and 
Pfaffermayr, 2004).  

Thus, the primary issues in translating MNE general equilibrium theory to an empirical 
specification are the complexity of the theoretical models, which generally do not have 
closed form solutions, and a multitude of data issues connected with country-level 
measures of MNE activity. One of the first attempts to match predictions of a general 
equilibrium model of MNE behaviour to data is Brainard (1993, 1997), who develops a 
two-country, two-factor general equilibrium model of horizontal MNE activity with a 
differentiated sector of monopolistically competitive firms in which MNEs may arise, 
and a perfectly competitive homogeneous goods sector.  

Markusen devised a parallel method to develop more sophisticated models of MNE 
behaviour. Expanding on Markusen (1984) to clarify the horizontal MNE model, in 
Markusen, Venables, Eby-Konan and Zhang (1996) they developed a “knowledge-
capital model” that unified horizontal and vertical motivations of MNEs. Similar to 
Brainard’s studies, these Markusen models have typically been two-country, two-
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factor, two-sector models. However, unlike Brainard, the imperfectly competitive 
sector is Cournot oligopolistic and there is added complexity in the assumptions of 
differing factor requirements for the headquarters services of MNEs, production, and 
transportation of goods. An important result of these models is that factor endowment 
may matter significantly for FDI patterns, in addition to the traditional gravity 
variables such as trade and FDI frictions (which may be proxied by distance) and 
parent and host market sizes (proxied by GDP).  

The first empirical examination of the Knowledge-capital model’s hypotheses was 
provided by Carr, Markusen and Maskus (2001). From numerical simulations of the 
model they conjecture an empirical specification where affiliate sales in a host country 
are a function of GDP and trade costs of the countries, FDI costs, and the difference in 
factor endowments between the parent and the host. By using a panel dataset of 
bilateral country-level US outbound and inbound affiliate sales from 1986-1994, they 
find empirical evidence for both the horizontal and vertical motivations for FDI, 
consistent with this unified “knowledge-capital” model.  

The main criticism of those initial attempts to estimate general-equilibrium 
determinants of FDI patterns came from Blonigen, Davies, and Head (2003) which 
pointed out a significant error in variable specification in Carr, Markusen and Maskus 
(2001), and questioned the support for vertical motivations. However, in the empirical 
arena as well, Yeaple (2003) finds evidence in support of vertical motivation, as do 
Hanson, Mataloni and Slaughter (2003) and Freinberg and Keene (2001). Finally, 
Eaton and Tamura (1994) also provided an early example of the application of gravity 
to FDI. 

An important issue with regard to MNE models and the resulting empirical 
examination of their hypotheses is the modelling of a two-country framework with 
testing in bilateral country pairings. As mentioned above, this assumes that decisions 
taken by MNEs in a parent country regarding FDI in a particular host country are 
independent of their FDI decisions regarding any other host country. But clearly this is 
not a good assumption, or at least an unrealistic one given the variety of MNE 
motivations mentioned above. 

For instance, a vertical FDI decision by an MNE involves choosing the lowest-cost 
host at the expense of other potential host locations. An export platform theory 
likewise involves choosing the “best” host country and presumably leaving other 
“neighbouring” countries with low-FDI aside. Theoretical modelling of such MNE 
decisions will clearly be affected by the presence of more than two countries, and one 
would guess that estimations of the data reflecting the aggregation of these decisions 
also need to account for such host-market interdependences.  
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Spatial interactions on FDI theory 

Work on this area in the literature is quite recent. A number of recent papers have 
applied spatial econometric techniques to allow for the interdependence of FDI activity 
(the dependent variable) across host countries. Coughlin and Segev (2000) estimated 
that FDI in neighbouring provinces increases FDI in a Chinese province and consider 
this to be evidence of agglomeration externalities. Baltagi et al (2005) develop a model 
of MNE activity in a multi-country world that predicts how a variety of neighbouring 
country characteristics (GDP, trade costs, endowments, etc) should affect FDI in a 
focus country depending on MNE motivations (horizontal, vertical, export-platform, 
etc). However, the properties of the spatial lag parameter included in their specification 
are quite a long way from the elasticity, for two main reasons: first, due to the 
misinterpretation of the spatial lag parameter, and second, a spreading spatial effect on 
exogenous variables, as Anselin (2003) points out. 

By definition, an econometric bilateral model of FDI does not take into account the 
specificities of the neighbouring host countries5. Hence, in order to control for the 
correlation between outward FDI to one country and outward FDI to its neighbours, 
recently developed spatial panel data model estimation methods have emerged as 
useful tools, providing consistent and efficient estimations in order to capture third-
country effects which would otherwise lead to misspecification errors. 

Baltagi et al (2007) and Blonigen et al (2007) are two innovative studies in this topic. 
The first analyzes US outward FDI stock in country-industry pairs (1989-1999) and the 
second focuses on FDI from the US to 20 OECD countries (1980-2000). Baltagi’s 
model specification is more general since it includes country-industry-pair effects and 
also spatially weighted exogenous variables. Errors are spatially correlated when the 
spatial lag coefficient is not null. However, recall that OLS estimation is still consistent 
but is inefficient. To solve the endogeneity problem, Blonigen et al (2007) apply a 
maximum likelihood  (ML) method following Elhorst (2003) while Baltagi et al (2007) 
uses a fixed and random effects 2SLS estimator (using the second and third order 
spatial lags of the exogenous regressors as instruments). In both studies, the 
estimations exhibit a significant spatial dependence, which is negative in Blonigen et al 
and positive in Baltagi et al. In addition, spatial correlation of errors is only detected in 
Baltagi et al by using the moments approach method (Kapoor et al, 2007).  

More recently, Garretsen and Peeters (2008) provide similar evidence for spatial 
dependence of Dutch FDI outflows (1984-2004) benchmarking Blonigen’s model. 
Additionally, they estimate a spatial error model, and find significant results. The 
recent estimates by Hall and Petroulas (2008) are similar to Baltagi’s model in that 
they use spatially weighted exogenous variables and test for spatial autocorrelation 
with a wider sample selection of host and origin countries. An earlier but less general 
model allowing for spatial autocorrelation was estimated by Abreu (2005). By means 
of a bi-parametric spatial panel data estimator, she tested the impact of tax policy on 

                                                
5 See Blanchard, Gaigné and Mathieu (2008) 
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FDI in attracting FDI. Her findings point out that taxes are an effective policy tool, but 
only in small countries (i.e. countries with small markets).  

Unlike recent trends in international applied research, no empirical approach has 
focused on Spanish FDI outflows from a multilateral point of view. Some empirical 
papers on FDI determinants use discrete choice data for Spanish firms under a bilateral 
trade model framework: Canals and Noguer (2006) prove that distance discourages 
FDI, while size and sharing a language encourage it; these findings are confirmed by 
recent studies by Gordo and Tello (2008) and by Barrios and Benito-Ostolaza (2009). 
However, the potential interdependence of FDI across potential host countries is not 
taken into account. The current paper is the first attempt to do so. By estimating spatial 
effect models, no structure is imposed to isolate one particular multilateral effect, such 
as agglomeration or vertical specialization motivation; rather, the net effect of such 
forces is estimated. A primary benefit of this procedure compared with discrete 
location choice models is that the correlation signs of spatial autoregression and spatial 
error models may provide evidence for or against alternative theories for FDI 
motivations.  

Based on Blonigen et al (2007) and following previous theoretical work, four 
multinational firm strategies (the specific FDI theories mentioned above) may be 
linked to the spatial lag coefficient combined with expected signs of (surrounding) 
market potential variables. Since a mixture of these motivations may occur, no testing 
for the existence of one over the other applies, and we will focus on identifying net 
effects. 

Source: Blonigen et al (2007)

Table 1. Summary of hypothesized spatial lag coefficient and market potential effect for various forms of FDI. 

FDI Motivation Sign of Spatial Lag Sign of Market Potential Variable

Pure Horizontal 0 0
Export Platform - +
Pure Vertical - 0
Vertical Specialization with Agglomeration + 0/+

In addition, the alternative scenarios mentioned above may imply different 
relationships between FDI locations. In the export platform models, plant-level fixed 
costs create more incentive to have a single plant in one country and less incentive to 
expand into nearby countries. Of course, these savings must be balanced against trade 
costs that increase with distance, implying that the degree of substitution is a 
decreasing function of distance. Agglomeration economies with respect to other 
Spanish investments, on the other hand, suggest that proximity to other FDI increases 
the incentive to invest in nearby countries. 6

                                                
6 Agglomeration externalities may occur between any firms, but what matters in this context 
would be such externalities between Spanish investment and Spanish firms in neighbouring 
countries. See Blomström and Kokko (1998), for example, for a general discussion of how 
agglomeration economies may arise in the context of FDI. 
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This provides us with new information regarding the impact of agglomeration and 
substitution effects, as well as estimates that are more comparable to the bulk of the 
FDI literature which considers the level of FDI activity. Furthermore, we consider 
distance effects that extend beyond bordering locations, something that Head, Ries, 
and Swenson (1995) do not do.  

3. Empirical Model and Spatial Interactions 

To start with, the empirical modelling uses the Gravity Model approach as a point of 
reference, which is arguably the most widely used empirical specification of FDI. It 
has been modified based on the recent literature to include variables measuring host 
skill endowments and (surrounding) market potential.  

In particular, variables are measured in logs:  

ερββα ++++= WFDIPotentialMarketVariablesHostFDI 21
     

            

where ( )IN 2,0~ σε  and where FDI is a vector (Nx1), with row j equal to log FDI 
from Spain – the parent country – to host country j . The variable WFDI is the spatial 
weighted FDI whose coefficient � measures the intensity of FDI interdependences. 
Host Variables are defined as a matrix of k exogenous variables, � white noise 
disturbance, and N number of observations. A traditional measure of Market Potential
and an alternative Surrounding Market Potential (wider than the traditional approach) 
are sequentially included as well, since recent studies find such characteristics 
significant in explaining the observed variation in FDI. Finally, � becomes the 
autoregressive parameter which reflects the intensity of interdependences across 
sample observations. Given the skewness of our FDI data sample, the model is 
specified in log-linear form. This model leads to better-behaved residuals.  

We also estimate a spatial error model in order to understand the mechanism of 
transmission of shocks in terms of FDI flows.  

εββα +++= PotentialMarketVariablesHostFDI 21
           

                      
where μελε += W . Thus, a shock affecting the Spanish FDI outflows to host 
country i would have an impact on the Spanish FDI outflows to host country j. The 
impact magnitude depends on the distance between the host countries i,j measured by 
the weighting matrix. Furthermore, the related literature suggests that a spatial error 
model may be relevant. 7

                                                
7 See Coughlin and Segev (2000), Abreu (2005), Baltagi et al (2007) and Garretsen and Peeters 
(2008).  
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3.1. Host Variables   

The main reason for including host variables is to capture the standard gravity-model 
variables for the host countries (GDP, population, distance from parent to host country, 
and trade/investment friction variables), as well as a measure of host skilled-labour 
endowments. Based on previous results in the literature, the priors are that the higher 
the host GDP, the higher the FDI. Holding GDP constant, increasing a country’s 
population reduces its per capita GDP and thus FDI as well. Populations are therefore 
included to control for the known tendency for FDI to move between wealthy markets. 
Negative coefficients on population are to be expected. However, an agglomeration 
effect would lead to upward pressure on this parameter, and, the coefficient result 
would therefore be ambiguous. With regard to trade costs, if FDI is undertaken to 
exploit vertical linkages, then higher host trade costs reduce its value. Alternatively, if 
FDI is primarily horizontal and intended to replace Spanish exports, then higher host 
trade costs should induce tariff-jumping FDI. Thus, the effect of trade costs becomes 
ambiguous. As in the traditional gravity model, distance between the home country 
(Spain) and host countries is included, which may capture both higher management 
costs (which reduce FDI) and higher trade costs (with an ambiguous effect). However, 
its time-invariant condition will restrict its estimation results after controlling for fixed 
effects.  

3.2. Market Potential Variable   

Following Blonigen et al (2007), the surrounding market potential variable for a 
country j is defined as the sum of (inverse) distance-weighted real GDPs of all other k 
� j countries in the world by year. Since a great deal of work has focused on the 
robustness of the market potential weighting scheme, the MP weight matrix used is 
driven by 224 countries and not only by sample (n=50) countries. This approach is 
similar to Head and Mayer (2004)’s measure of the market potential of neighbouring 
regions. Thus, for the construction of this variable we do not employ exactly the same 
set of weights as those used for the spatial lag term of WFDI (whereby spatial 
interdependences are measured), but the functional form on distance is the same. Note 
that there is little theory to guide the choice of weights. The empirical analysis section 
explores the robustness of our results to various weighting schemes and market 
potential variables.  

By extension, a “traditional” market potential variable is introduced as an alternative, 
based on the sum of host and weighted GPDs of other host countries. The host region’s 
GDP is added as a proxy to capture the “traditional” market potential effects, even 
though lower identification power may arise. The data do not clearly reject a common 
coefficient on host GDP but the focus will be on surrounding market potential in order 
to better identify the various forms of FDI.8 The spatial lag and the traditional and 

                                                
8 Even though host GDP may become an important factor for both pure horizontal and export-
platform Spanish outflows motivations, the market potential surrounding a host region should 
have an impact only on export-platform MNE activities.  
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surrounding market potential coefficients’ signs and significance will provide evidence 
on different FDI motivations. Hence, the expected sign for the (surrounding) market 
potential variable is not clear a priori and will depend mainly on the motivations of 
Spanish MNEs to invest abroad.  

3.3. Spatially Dependent FDI   

In general, it comes as no surprise that regional science theories focus on spatial 
interactions since “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more 
related than distant things” 9. So, there are several reasons why we might be interested 
in spatial effects in fitting data with a spatial model (See Anselin, 1988). First, a spatial 
autocorrelation or “spatial error” model places additional structure on the unobserved 
determinants of FDI which would otherwise be captured by the traditional error term.10

Second, and of particular interest in testing the theories of FDI offered above, the 
estimation of a spatial autoregressive or “spatial lag” model accounts directly for 
relationships between dependent variables that are believed to be related in some 
spatial way. As such, these methods allow the data to reveal patterns of substitution or 
complementarity, as well as the strength of any such patterns, through the estimated 
spatial lag coefficient.  

Spatial dependence is multidirectional (a region may be affected not only by other 
proximate region but also by some other neighbouring regions, and this region may 
influence the others as well). In other words, the main problem the spatial context faces 
is the border effect, which arises as a consequence of the meaning of spatial 
dependence, not only limited to sample regions but also extended to spatial units for 
which information is not available (Griffith, 1985). As Florax (1992) points out, there 
is no single, commonly accepted solution to this problem. 

The solution of the multidirectionality in the spatial context comes from the definition 
of the weight spatial matrix, W:  

Wy �

0 wy�di,j � wy�di,k �

wy�dj,i� 0 wy�dj,k �

wy�dk,i� wy�dk,j � 0

W is a quadratic and non-stochastic matrix whose elements wij reflect the intensity of 
the existing interdependence between each pair of regions i and j. 

To define the mentioned weights, recall the inexistence of a unanimously accepted W, 
although these weights must be non-negative and finite (Anselin, 1980). 

                                                
9  Tobler’s first law of geography (1970) 
10 Spatially-correlated errors are analogous to clustering error terms where the OLS assumption 
of independence between all errors is relaxed. Instead, here we assume that while the errors are 
independent across groups they need not be independent within groups.  
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Despite this, researchers usually resort to the first order physical contiguity concept, 
used initially by Moran (1948) and Geary (1954), where wij is equal to 1 if regions i
and j are physically adjacent and 0 otherwise. Although the contiguity matrix is often 
used due to its simplicity, it has some serious limitations which impose an excessive 
number of restrictions.  

In our case, then, we apply a simple inverse distance function to define the weights of 
the spatially dependent variables (i.e. WFDI and Market Potential), where the shortest 
distance within the sample is assigned a weight of unity, following Blonigen et al 
(2007), Garretsen and Peeters (2008), and Hall and Patroulas (2008). Moreover, a 
common practice of spatial models is to row-standardize the weight matrix.11

4. Estimation of Spatial Panel Models 

The estimation of panel data models that include spatially lagged dependent variables 
and/or spatially correlated error terms follows as a direct extension of the theory 
developed for the single cross-section12. In the former, we must deal with the 
endogeneity problem of the spatial lag, while in the latter, we must account for the 
non-spherical nature of the error variance covariance matrix.  

Even though a moments approach method is also suggested in the literature by Kapoor 
et al (2005), our approach is focused on the maximum likelihood (ML) principle. Our 
estimations are based on a model with a parameterized form for spatial dependence, 
specified as a spatial autoregressive process. In practice, ML estimation consists of 
applying a non-linear optimization to the log-likelihood function, which yields a 
consistent estimator from the numerical solution to the first order conditions. Thus, 
asymptotic inference is based on asymptotic normality, with the asymptotic variance 
matrix derived from the information matrix. As usual, the second order partial 
derivatives of the log-likelihood are required. However, computing a Jacobian 
determinant in single cross-section becomes a problem for the implementation of ML 
estimates, so the classic solution in panel data models is to decompose the Jacobian in 
terms of the eigenvalues of the spatial weights matrix even though this is 
computationally costly.  

The estimation procedure has focused on controlling heterogeneity sequentially within 
a panel (with and without spatial effects). From a pooled model where the intercept is 
common for all cross-section units: 

ititit XY εβα ++= 11

to a random effects model, controlling for the “individual” performance of each unit.  

                                                
11 In unreported results, several tests of alternative weighting schemes were also applied. In 
general, these tests yielded broadly similar results and are available on request.  
12 See Anselin, Le Gallo and Jayet (2008) 
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itiitit XY εμβα +++= 11

The random effects model allows the assumption whereby each cross-section unit has a 
different intercept. In other words, instead of considering � as fixed, it is taken as a 
random variable with an average value � and a standard deviation �i.  

Another way of modelling the “individual” feature of every region involves the use of 
the fixed-effects model. This model does not allow for different random values across 
regions, but considers them as constant or fixed by estimating each single intercept. A 
fixed-effects model has also been estimated:  

ititiit XvY εβ ++= 11

Where iv  is a vector of binary dummy variables for each region.

In both cases, (robust) LM tests for Random Effects and F tests for Fixed Effects were 
driven as well. The RE model may be tested against the FE model using Hausman’s 
specification test (with and without spatial effects). Since some common events may 
have affected all sample countries during the period 1993-2004, the model estimation 
by two-way fixed effects would reduce biased results.13  

However, we focus our attention mainly on the Spatial (Panel) Lag FE model and the 
Spatial (Panel) Error FE model. Like Hausman’s specification test, the SAR model 
may be tested against the SEM model using LM tests. For further details on 
Hausman’s specification’s test and Random Effects SAR and SEM models, see Elhorst 
(2009).  

4.1. Spatial (Panel) Lag Model Estimation  

As mentioned above, a spatial lag model includes a spatially lagged dependent variable 
on the regression specification (Anselin, 1988a).  

( ) εβρ ++⊗= XyWIy NT                                                                                         

where the � parameter is the spatial autoregressive coefficient and measures the 
intensity of interdependences across regions.  

In a cross-section setting, a spatial lag model is typically considered as the formal 
specification for the equilibrium outcome of a spatial or social interaction process, in 
which the value of the dependent variable for one agent is jointly determined with that 
of the neighbouring agents.  

                                                
13 The two-way fixed effects model estimated is: 

itittiit XvY εβη +++= 11
, where �t represents a 

vector of dummy variables for each year.  
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At first sight, the extension of the spatial lag model to a panel data context would 
presume that the equilibrium process at hand is stable over time (constant � and 
constant W). Nevertheless, the inclusion of the time dimension allows much more 
flexible specifications.  

Let us consider the pooled spatial lag model given in the above equation. Assuming a 
Gaussian distribution for the error term, with �t ~ N(0, �2

� INT), the log-likelihood 
(ignoring the constants) follows as: 

( ) εε
σ

σρ
ε

ε '
2

1ln
2

ln 2
2 −−−⊗= NTWIIL NNT

where ( ) βρε XyWIy NT −⊗−= , and ( )NNT WII ρ−⊗  as the Jacobian 
determinant of the spatial transformation.  

Given the block diagonal structure of the Jacobian, the log-likelihood further simplifies 
to:  

εε
σ

σρ
ε

ε '
2

1ln
2

ln 2
2 −−−= NTWITL NN

boiling down to a repetition of the standard cross-sectional model in T cross-sections. 
Generalizing this model slightly, we assume �t ~ N(0, 	) to allow for more complex 
error covariance structures. Thus, the log-likelihood remains essentially the same, 
except for the new error covariance term: 

εερ 1'
2
1ln

2
1ln −Σ−Σ−−= NN WITL

In our case, the estimation may be simplified by first calculating the eigenvalues of W, 

i , as 

( )�
=

−=−
n

i
iWI

1
1loglog ωρρ

The standard formula for calculating the spatial fixed effects is based on Elhorst  and 
Freret (2007) and Elhorst (2009), who proposed a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator 
derivation with which to address the endogeneity problem14. The log-likelihood 
function of the model is as follows:  

( ) 2

111
2

2 )(
2

1log2log
2 iit

N

j
jtijit

T

i

N

i
N xywyWTNTLLog μβδ

σ
δπσ −−−−−Ι+= ���

===

Once the partial derivatives with respect to �i are taken, and solving �i, the standard 
formula for calculating fixed effects is obtained: 

                                                
14 According to Anselin et al (2006) an endogeneity problem arises from itj ij yw� . This yields to 

fail the standard regression assumption properties (i.e. 0])[( =Ε � ititj ij yw ε ) such that this 
simultaneity must be accounted for. . 
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)(1
11

βδμ itjt

N

j
ij

T

t
itt xywy

T
−−= ��

==

, i=1,…,N

By substituting the solution of �t in the log-likelihood function, the resulting function 
with respect to �, � and �2 is:  

( ) 2*

1

*

11
2

2 )*(
2

1log2log
2

βδ
σ

δπσ it

N

j
ijijit

T

i

N

i
N xywyWTNTLLog −�

�

�
�
�

�
−−−Ι+= ���

===

Where the asterisk denotes the demeaning procedure (i.e. �
=

−=
T

t
ititit y

T
yy

1

* 1
and 

�
=

−=
T

t
ititit x

T
xx

1

* 1
). For further technical details on the asymptotic properties of the 

estimator (similar to a Generalized Least Squares estimator of a linear regression 
model) or the asymptotic variance matrix of the parameters, see Elhorst and Freret 
(2007) and Elhorst (2009).   

4.2. Spatial (Panel) Error Model Estimation  

In contrast to the spatial lag model, a spatial error specification does not require a 
theoretical model for spatial interaction, but, instead, is a special case of a non-
spherical error covariance matrix. As proved by Anselin et al (2008), an unconstrained 
error covariance matrix at time t,  

jiE jtit ≠∀,,εε  contains 
( )

2
1−NN  parameters. 

The log-likelihood function for the spatial error model considered here follows directly 
as a special case of the standard result for maximum likelihood estimation with non-
spherical error covariance (Magnus, 1978). With ( )Σ,0~ Ntε  as the error vector, the 
expression for the log-likelihood is (ignoring the constant terms): 

εε 1'
2
1ln

2
1 −Σ−Σ−=L

In the pooled model with SAR error terms, the relevant determinant and the inverse 
matrix are:  

( ) T
NNNT BBBI 21' −− =⊗

and:  

( )NNTNT BBI '
2

1 1 ⊗=Σ−

μσ

The corresponding log-likelihood function is then: 
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( )[ ]εε
σ

σ
μ

μ NNTN BBIBTNTL '
2

2 '
2

1lnln
2

⊗−+−=

where βε Xy −= . The estimates for the regression coefficient � are the result of a 
spatial Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) using a consistent estimator: 

( )[ ] ( )yBBIXXBBIX NNTNNT
'1'

^
'' ⊗⊗= −β

Exploiting the block diagonal nature of NN BB ' would be equivalent to a regression of 
the stacked spatially filtered dependent variables, ( ) tNN XWI θ− , as a direct 
generalization of the single cross-section case.  

Hence, in our special case the log-likelihood function whereby the spatial specific 
effects are fixed is:  

( )
2*

1

*

*

1

*

11
2

2

2
1log2log

2 	
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βρρ
σ

ρπσ
N

j
jtijit

N

j
jtijit

T

i

N

i
N ywxywyWTNTLLog

By solving the first-order maximizing conditions the concentrated log-likelihood 
function form of � is:  

[ ] WTeeNTLLog N ρρρ −Ι+= log)()'(log
2

; 

where ( ) ( )[ ]βρρρ ****)( XWIXYWIYe TT ⊗−−⊗−= . 

Finally, the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator of �, given � and �2, is 
computationally straightforward to obtain once the previous function is maximized 
with respect to �.  

5. Data  

For the various spatial panel data models estimated, we use a panel of annual data on 
Spanish FDI activity in the countries where Spain made high investments in the 1993-
2004 period (i.e. top-50 host countries). The main reason for this is to simplify the 
comparisons between results on FDI motivations. As demonstrated by Markusen and 
Maskus (2002) and Blonigen, Davies and Head (2003), these sub-samples, which 
include the large majority of FDI activity, provide robustness considering that they 
account for 95% of Spanish FDI activity. The cost of this, however, is that it assumes 
that the excluded countries exert no influence on FDI patterns within the remaining 
data. For the European countries, this might raise special concern, due to the increased 
openness of the Central and Eastern European countries during the nineties. 
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Nevertheless, the Spanish FDI towards these specific countries during the whole period 
was negligible, as shown in the following subsection.   

We restrict ourselves to outbound data from a common parent country, Spain. Existing 
FDI theory provides obvious reasons to expect that a parent country’s FDI in host 
markets is interdependent, but little attention has been paid to the interdependence of 
FDI decisions by parent countries in a common host country (although if one considers 
competition in goods or host-country factor markets, there could well be such a link). 
This may be the reason why Markusen and Maskus (2001) and Blonigen, Davies and 
Head (2003) find that the determinants of FDI activity for US inbound and outbound 
data yield very different estimates.  

The dependent variable FDI is measured by the aggregated gross effective outflows in 
millions of euros as reported in the Foreign Investment Register (RIE) of the Ministry 
of Industry, Tourism and Trade. Conversion using a price index of gross fixed capital 
formation (Penn World Tables, PWT 6.2) is computed. The cumulated sum of gross 
effective outflows is taken as a proxy of the outward stock of capital. The reason 
comes from the long-run modelling specification. In other words, using an FDI 
aggregate measure instead of FDI flows relies on the assumption that MNE investment 
strategies are known to be long run decisions, potentially non-fully captured by 
temporal flows. 15

The set of explanatory variables included in the spatial interactive model are the 
following: Host country real domestic product (GDP) in current prices and population 
data come from the PWT, which reports these data for 1950 through 2004. The host 
trade-cost measure is the inverse of the openness measure, which itself is equal to 
exports plus imports divided by GDP. To control for distance, we followed the 
literature by using great circle distances between capital cities, measured in kilometres, 
which are drawn from the CEPii database. Host country skills are measured as the 
gross enrolment rate (tertiary education) provided by the World Development 
Indicators from the World Bank. Linear interpolation was used for several years. 
Finally, host (surrounding) market potential variable is measured as the inverse-
distance-weighted real GDP of other host countries (n=224). By extension, a 
“traditional” market potential variable is introduced as an alternative based on the sum 
of inverse-distance-weighted host GDP and weighted GPDs of other host countries.  

The final sample spans from 1993 to 2004 for 50 countries. See data appendix for data 
specific definitions and sources, and Table 2 for summary descriptive statistics of the 
variables.  

                                                
15 Bajo & Montero (1999) 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics

Variable Mean Std.Dev. Min Max

Real FDI (in thousands) 2,661,806 6,850,836 0 40,200,000
Host Population (thousands) 80,201 218,523 393 1,294,846
Host Trade Costs 0.019 0.011 0.003 0.063
Host GDP (in millions) 708,000 1,510,000 13,200 10,700,000
Host Distance from Spain in kms 5,488 3,876 501 17,593
Host Skills 37.44 19.90 4.30 89.90
Trend (1993 = 1) 6.50 3.45 1 12
Trend^2 54.17 46.14 1 144
Traditional Market Potential 199,000 84,600 85,000 685,000
Sorrounding Market Potential (in millions) 667,000 1,440,000 4,015 10,300,000

Spanish FDI Spatial Distribution 

In order to investigate spatial interdependences of Spanish FDI outflows several spatial 
statistics techniques have been applied to the data. FDI geographical patterns have 
evolved since 1993: the clustering process detected in the second half of the nineties 
became more diversified as time went by, as explained in section 3.3. Similarly, the 
Spanish spatial distribution pattern of FDI outflows behaves quite differently to FDI 
world transactions (See Graph 3).   

In this regard, the second half of the nineties was marked by a process of 
internationalization of Spanish firms in Latin American markets. The driving engines 
of the outbound flows were based on the deregulation of several sectors16, the 
privatization process of state-owned companies and, probably, the access to expanding 
markets. Undoubtedly, cultural similarities played a key role as well17. 

Quantitatively speaking, while 45% of total Spanish outward FDI targeted Latin 
American markets, EU15 countries attracted nearly 40% during this period. This 
centre-periphery pattern was completed by less significant flows to host countries such 
as the US, in contrast to worldwide trends (See Graph 3) 18.  

In recent years, closer regions have emerged as the main targets for Spanish FDI 
outflows, accounting for 85% of the total amount of OECD members in 2006. Broadly 
speaking, investment in European markets was revitalized, in particular, in the United 
Kingdom. Spanish firms became less oriented to emergent economies, such as Asian 
and Eastern European countries, than to worldwide flows 19.   

                                                
16 For further details on Latin American investments, see López and García (2002) 
17 As empirically proved by Benito-Ostolaza and Barrios (2009) 
18 For a detailed breakdown at the firm level see Guillén (2004) and Santiso-Guimaras (2007).  
19 A broader explanation for eastern European countries is provided by Turrión and Velázquez  
(2004) 
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Graph 3. Spanish and world outward foreign direct investment transactions. Breakdown by 
geographical area. 
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SOURCES: Banco de España and UNCTAD.

a. The EU 15 includes the euro area (excluding Slovenia), the United Kingdom, Sweden and Denmark.
b. Candidates for EU enlargement in 2004 (Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Malta, 
Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia) plus Rumania and Bulgaria.
c. Includes South America,  Central America (excluding Belize), Mexico, Cuba, Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
d. Turkey is not included.

Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis 

The use of econometric techniques under an Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis 
framework was also considered, in an attempt to perform a more in-depth study of the 
geographical distribution of Spanish FDI activity. It is quite useful to test the likely 
presence of spatial interdependences across regions in terms of FDI performance. 
Specifically, we compute the Moran I test to see if a random distribution exists or if, 
on the contrary, closer countries tend to show similar FDI patterns. Spatial dependence, 
or spatial autocorrelation, is said to exist when the values observed at one location (for 
instance, in one country) depend on the values observed in its neighbouring locations. 
Although various statistics have been proposed for verifying the existence of spatial 
autocorrelation in a specific variable, one of the most widely used is the Moran I test 
(Moran 1948), which is computed as follows: 

I N
S

w z z
z

ih i hhi

ii

= ��
� 2

where N is the number of observations, wih is the element of the spatial weights matrix 
W that expresses the potential interaction between two regions i and h, S is the sum of 
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all the weights (all the elements in the weights matrix) and zi represents the normalized 
value of a variable x being analyzed in region i.  

A significant and positive value for this statistic indicates a trend for similar values of 
the variable to cluster in space (positive spatial dependence). On the other hand, when 
the test is significant and negative, the trend is for dissimilar values to cluster in 
neighbouring locations (negative spatial dependence). The latter case might illustrate a 
situation where the strength of centripetal forces within the region is such that it 
prevents the diffusion of FDI activities to its neighbours. Non-significance of the 
Moran I test implies the acceptance of the null hypothesis, that is, the non-existence of 
spatial autocorrelation, indicating the prevalence of a random distribution of the 
variable throughout space.  

Once we have obtained the indices from 1993 to 2004 in order to study the evolution 
of the concentration pattern of Spanish FDI activity around the world, we are able to 
provide the expected significant interdependence results on clustering FDI outflows 
during the early nineties, losing track from then on due to dispersion motivations. (See 
Appendix Table 3) 

7. Results  

Full sample Panel Data Results  

Table 3 presents our initial results with Column (1), showing the OLS results of our 
pooled model without the variables that may capture potential spatial patterns in the 
data: that is, spatial lag or (surrounding) market potential variables. Columns (2) and 
(3) present OLS estimates that sequentially add the market potential variables starting 
from not including the spatial lag. One reason for sequentially adding in the spatial lag 
and the surrounding market potential variable is to be able to examine the potential 
power explanation of the spatially dependent variables and the omitted variable bias. If 
country-k GDP correlates with FDI in country k and also with FDI in country j, then 
including country-k FDI in the prediction of j’s FDI (e.g. through � W FDI) while not 
directly including country-k’s GDP leaves the estimation of � prone to bias. Of course, 
including market potential without � W FDI would also yield biased estimates of the 
effect of market potential (e.g., Head and Mayer, 2004).  Column (4) shows the results 
for the random effects model, column (5) for the fixed effects model and column (6) 
for the two-way fixed effects model. 
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Table 3
Spatial analysis of Spanish outflows FDI - Panel Data Model

Full Sample
Pooled (1) Pooled (2) Pooled (3) RE (4) FE (5) 2WFE (6)

Ln( Host Population) -1.4424 -1.3422 -1.6633 -0.8225 4.8507 4.9735
[0.2071]*** [0.211]*** [0.2037]*** [0.4124]** [2.3030]** [2.2982]**

Ln (Host GDP) 1.7051 1.5404 3.0823 2.0350 -5.2214 -4.8570
[0.2037]*** [0.2156]*** [0.2993]*** [0.7140]*** [3.3230] [3.3757]

Ln (Host Trade Cost) 0.3137 0.5946 0.4222 0.1056 -0.0290 0.0655
[0.2693] [0.2955]** [0.2613] [0.4126] [0.4827] [0.4856]

Ln (Distance from Spain in km)* -0.0965 -0.0926 0.0694 -0.0812 - -
[0.1413] [0.1408] [0.1395] [0.3703]

Ln (Host Skills) -0.0318 -0.0316 -0.0349 -0.0117 0.0001 0.0012
[0.0075]*** [0.0075]*** [0.0073]*** [0.0096] [0.0113] [0.0113]

Trend (1993 = 1) 0.8793 0.8439 0.8990 1.0092 0.9473 0.9177
[0.1299]*** [0.1303]*** [0.1258]*** [0.0705]*** [0.0851]*** [0.1091]***

Trend^2 -0.0249 -0.0230 -0.0258 -0.0333 -0.0327 -0.0287
[0.0097]** [0.0097]** [0.0094]*** [0.0051]*** [0.0051]*** [0.0073]***

Traditional Market Potential - 0.8962 - - - -
[0.3955]**

Surrounding Market Potential - - -1.2858 -0.9938 5.9262 5.4489
[0.2102]*** [0.5870]* [3.5309]* [3.5887]

Constant -7.5796 -21.2644 -8.0588 -3.1986 -54.2341 -53.1642
[3.2184]** [6.8377]** [3.117]** [6.5298] [27.2138]*** [27.2030]***

Country Dummies No No No No Yes Yes
Observations 600 600 600 600 600 600
Adj R2 0.4383 0.4481 0.4787 0.7473 0.7524 0.7606
Standard error in parentheses
* significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%

Several interesting observations emerge from Table 3. Since we are mainly concerned 
with the relevance of space for Spanish FDI, the market potential variable is of 
particular interest.  

The traditional market potential variable sequentially added may be rejected by the 
data in favour of including separate terms for host-country GDP and the surrounding 
market potential (since R2 falls from 0.48 to 0.44). Moreover, the unexpected negative 
sign of the parameter is inconsistent with all of the MNE motivations discussed above. 
Likewise, the introduction of unobservable effects with country dummies (i.e. 
controlling for time-invariant unobserved effects specific to each country) substantially 
reduces the statistical significance of the surrounding market potential. We will 
provide alternative hypotheses for this result below.  

Once the country specific dummy variables are introduced, some standard gravity 
model variables such as host GDP and host skills become statistically insignificant. 
However, in line with the previous empirical literature, the host population prevails. A 
very significant non-linear time trend captures the home country time series variation 
in FDI. To sum up, in agreement with the literature on Spanish FDI determinants, 
distance retains a negative sign across models (Barrios and Benito-Ostolaza, 2009).  

Both OLS and RE estimations had to be rejected in favour of the Fixed Effects model 
after obtaining Hausman’s specification test and F-tests for Random Effects. In order 
to control for the events which might affect all the countries in the sample (i.e. 
international financial constraints, recessions, etc), temporal dummies have been 
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estimated by two-way fixed effects. Nevertheless, no substantial statistical benefit 
emerges.  

The results therefore suggest that Spanish FDI outflows are affected not only by a host 
country’s large market potential, but also by (inverse) distance-weighted relatively 
large GDP levels of surrounding countries.  

Spatial (Panel) Lag Model Results 

Table 4 shows the estimation results allowing for a spatial lag model. Pooled, Random 
Effects and Fixed Effects models are presented by adding market potential variables 
sequentially.  

Table 4
Spatial Lag specification of Spanish outflows FDI 

Full Sample
SAR (1) SAR (2) SAR RE (3) SAR RE (4) SAR FE (5) SAR FE (6)

Ln( Host Population) -0.0284 -0.0513 0.2005 0.1983 6.3208 6.3239
[0.1403] [0.1547] [0.2679] [0.2834] [2.3409]*** [2.3432]***

Ln (Host GDP) 0.2775 0.2549 0.1087 0.1061 0.0727 0.0766
[0.0811]*** [0.1041]** [0.0934] [0.1398] [0.0972] [0.1563]

Ln (Host Trade Cost) 0.6501 0.6241 0.3744 0.3698 0.1941 0.2013
[0.2685]** [0.2790]** [0.3491] [0.3933] [0.3707] [0.4330]

Ln (Distance from Spain in km)* -0.4133 -0.4069 -0.2467 -0.2463 - -
[0.1244]*** [0.1258]*** [0.1992] [0.1998]

Ln (Host Skills) -0.0027 -0.0035 0.0133 0.0133 0.0224 0.0224
[0.0061] [0.0065] [0.0089] [0.0090] [0.0100]*** [0.0100]***

Trend (1993 = 1) 0.2018 0.2041 0.6693 0.6690 0.7534 0.7538
[0.1432] [0.1433] [0.1327]*** [0.1329]*** [0.1457]*** [0.1465]***

Trend^2 -0.0048 -0.0050 -0.0256 -0.0256 -0.0304 -0.0304
[0.0105] [0.0105] [0.0073]*** [0.0074]*** [0.0074]*** [0.0074]***

Surrounding Market Potential - 0.0598 - 0.0070 - -0.0106
[0.1713] [0.2822] [0.3329]

Constant 2.2716 1.6639 2.2163 2.1334 -58.0186 -57.8958
[1.8291] [2.5409] [2.9951] [4.4255] [29.8336]*** [29.8295]***

Spatially weighted FDI (�) 0.8130 0.8120 0.4650 0.4650 0.3190 0.3190
[0.0342]*** [0.03445]*** [0.0816]*** [0.0816]*** [0.0954]*** [0.0954]***

Country Dummies No No No No Yes Yes
Observations 600 600 600 600 600 600
Adj R2 0.5468 0.5468 0.8341 0.8342 0.8487 0.8487
Standard error in parentheses
* significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%

In agreement with Blonigen et al (2007) and Garretsen et al (2008), the spatial lag 
coefficient decreases dramatically once fixed effects are included (from 0.81 to 0.31). 
Intuitively,  these results are due to the fact that spatial autocorrelation may be captured 
by country dummies as well. However, the spatial lag parameter (�) is still clearly 
significant. In contrast to the findings of Blonigen et al (2007), therefore, our spatial 
effects for Spanish FDI outflows do not appear to be completely cross-sectional. 

In order to tackle this question and to analyze FDI theories and Spanish motivations to 
invest abroad (outlined in Table 1), column (6) shows the most representative spatial 
lag specification. The combination of a statistically zero market potential coefficient 
and a positive spatial lag coefficient (consistent with complex-vertical motivations for 
MNE activity) may suggest the existence of agglomeration effects across country 
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borders amongst Spanish investing firms. Specifically, complex (vertical) FDI models 
with agglomeration economies may prevail, as the evolution of the Spanish FDI 
outflow data may suggest. 

In line with the findings of Baltagi et al (2007) and Blonigen et al (2007), if spatial 
interactions are stable over time, country dummies may be capturing spatial effects as 
well. Interestingly, when fixed effects are included the surrounding market potential 
variable becomes statistically zero, rather than the more puzzling negative sign20.  

Though in the empirical FDI literature it is hard to find similar evidence of third-
country effects that are stable over time captured by country dummies, we find an 
analogy in the international trade literature. Feenstra (2002) found that third-country 
interdependence in gravity model estimation (pointed out by Anderson and Van 
Wincoop, 2003) may be well captured under a panel with a country-level fixed effects 
framework. 

As far as the population variable is concerned, its positive coefficient and its 
undoubted statistically importance remain clear even though the reason for this result is 
unfortunately hard to grasp. Population growth would seem to discourage FDI due to 
the wealth effect, mostly reflected in GDP per capita, as mentioned in section 3.1. 
Nonetheless, what if those investments were focused on services? Greater population 
might mean higher returns for those Spanish investors who decide to enter these 
markets, even if the GDP per capita of potential consumers is lower. Agglomeration 
theories, then, would exert upward pressure on this parameter.  

With respect to the strength of the spatial lag relationship, our estimates reveal that, on 
average, FDI invested in the average country in our sample is positively associated 
with proximity-weighted FDI in other countries. The data support the notion that 
spatial autoregression does not vary to a large extent across time (Garretsen and 
Peeters, 2008).   

By comparing the spatial fixed effects lag model with market potential variables 
(Column 6) to the FE model (Column 5, Table 3), we observe that the standard 
determinants results are robust to the inclusion of a spatial lag.  

Previous studies include a common observation referring to the sensitivity of results to 
the selection of the host countries. By re-estimating the basic spatial lag and spatial 
error models for different subsamples (European, Latin American and OECD 
countries) broadly similar conclusions are obtained. However, it is especially 
interesting that spatial linkages do not vary in terms of relevance. To sum up, the 
sensitivity analysis conducted with different weighting matrices yields very similar 
results and adds robustness to our estimations.  
                                                
20 A hypothesis for a negative sign of the surrounding market potential parameter is the negative 
competitive impact of firms in these neighbouring markets. This may happen when companies 
in surrounding countries have greater competitive advantages for serving the host market than 
Spanish firms.  
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Spatial (Panel) Error Model Results  

So far, we have focused our attention on the spatial lag model since its results may 
provide evidence consistent with several FDI theory motivations. However, apart from 
the channels already identified by FDI theory, other transmission mechanisms of 
shocks may arise 21. By estimating a model which allows for spatial autocorrelation in 
the error term, the significance of the autocorrelation coefficient () 22 would provide 
consistent evidence on whether or not a shock in the Spanish FDI to the host country j
(�i) may have an impact on Spanish FDI to host country i, where the magnitude of the 
impact will depend on the weighted distance (W) between the two countries i and j. 
Regarding the question of whether it makes sense or not to include the spatial 
autocorrelation model, the LM test for the spatial error specification (against the 
pooled model without spatial effects) failed to reject the null (spatial error term 
inclusion) hypothesis.  

Table 5
Spatial Error specification of Spanish outflows FDI 

Full Sample
SEM (1) SEM (2) SEM RE (3) SEM RE (4) SEM FE (5) SEM FE (6)

Ln( Host Population) 0.1981 0.1300 -0.0150 0.0059 6.3755 6.3970
[0.1402] [0.1484] [0.2726] [0.2923] [2.5224]*** [2.5262]***

Ln (Host GDP) 0.2106 0.1138 0.1236 0.1454 0.0713 0.0839
[0.0800]*** [0.1057] [0.0946] [0.1442] [0.0974] [0.1577]

Ln (Host Trade Cost) 0.1187 -0.0160 0.4574 0.4957 0.2080 0.2309
[0.2636] [0.2799] [0.3533] [0.4010] [0.3703] [0.4337]

Ln (Distance from Spain in km)* -0.8553 -0.8572 -0.2004 -0.2023 - -
[0.1707]*** [0.1705]*** [0.2087] [0.2088]

Ln (Host Skills) 0.0070 0.0048 0.0114 0.0116 0.0212 0.0212
[0.0063] [0.0065] [0.0092] [0.0093] [0.0101]** [0.0101]**

Trend (1993 = 1) 1.1768 1.1820 1.2586 1.2604 1.1534 1.1546
[0.9093] [0.9202] [0.1324]*** [0.1324]*** [0.1188]*** [0.1193]***

Trend^2 -0.0428 -0.0438 -0.0468 -0.0468 -0.0450 -0.0450
[0.0681] [0.0689] [0.0099]*** [0.0099]*** [0.0084]*** [0.0084]***

Surrounding Market Potential 0.2324 -0.0582 -0.0340
[0.1669] [0.2928] [0.3344]

Constant 7.9732 5.6508 6.7999 7.4388 -56.7085 -56.4305
[3.2447]*** [3.6733] [3.0990]** [4.4555]** [29.8623]*** [29.8482]***

Spatial Autocorrelation (�) 0.8550 0.8570 0.3728 0.3707 0.2900 0.2889
[0.02722]*** [0.0268]*** [0.0952]*** [0.0954]*** [0.0987]*** [0.0988]***

Country Dummies No No No No Yes Yes
Observations 600 600 600 600 600 600
Adj R2 0.3763 0.3703 0.833 0.8329 0.8452 0.8452
Standard error in parentheses
* significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1%

Table 5 provides the estimation results for the spatial error model by sequentially 
adding the market potential variable. Since we are mainly concerned with the relevance 
of spatial links for Spanish FDI outflows, the spatial autocorrelation variable takes on 
particular interest.  

                                                
21 See Coughlin and Segev (2000), Abreu (2005), Baltagi et al (2007) and Garretsen and Peeters 
(2008) who defend the relevance of the spatial error model.  
22 Coming from μελε += tt W as specified in section 3.   
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Even though the spatial autocorrelation coefficient is far from insignificant and 
positive, the spatial error model does not provide sufficient evidence to test the 
substitution or complementarity of FDI across countries. Nonetheless, according to this 
result, it comes as no surprise that shocks to Spanish FDI outflows to third country j
may influence the Spanish FDI outflows to host country i. Regardless of the model 
(and subsamples) estimated, the coefficient is invariably statistically significant.  

Once the country dummies are included, host skills and host population emerge as 
significant variables while the spatial autocorrelation coefficient (even though 
significant) declines from 0.85 to 0.29. This may suggest that apart from the channels 
already identified by FDI theory, some other transmission channels of shocks may 
arise.  

Following the empirical results shown in Table 5 one may conclude that Spanish FDI 
outflows would be reliably reflected by spatial autocorrelation patterns. However, the 
significance of the spatial error coefficient may sometimes be driven by a mis-
specification of the underlying model in terms of omitted variables. As a result, the 
spatial error specification might be considered a “catch-all” for omitted spatially 
autocorrelated regressors 23. Hence the preference for the spatial lag model.  

8. Conclusions  

In this essay, spatial econometric techniques are used to analyze the patterns of 
Spanish FDI outflows from 1993 to 2004. The vast majority of previous empirical 
work has examined bilateral data while ignoring the potential interdependence in FDI 
across locations. A few recent exceptions, however, have used multilateral approaches 
in this context, i.e. Coughlin and Segev (2000), Abreu (2005), Baltagi et al (2007), 
Blonigen et al (2005, 2007), Garretsen and Peeters (2008) and Hall and Petroulas 
(2008).   

The related research has so far focused on FDI flows of a few countries. However, 
Spanish FDI outflows have risen dramatically since 1995 and today account for a 
substantial part of global FDI 24. Previously a net importer of FDI, the Spanish 
economy as a whole is now a net exporter.  

The hypotheses under analysis in this study question both the relevance of space in 
Spanish MNEs’ investments abroad and the nature of the firms’ motivations. We 
estimate several Spatial Panel Data models recently developed by Elhorst (2003, 2009) 
using Maximum Likelihood (ML) for Spanish outward FDI into top-50 host countries. 
Secondly, no structure is imposed to isolate one particular multilateral effect (i.e. 
horizontal, vertical, export-platform, etc); rather, the net effects of these forces are 
estimated and related to specific FDI theoretical motivations. 
                                                
23 See Fingleton and López-Bazo (2006) 
24 The relative weight of Spanish investment in world FDI rose to approximately 6% on average 
between 2001 and 2006.  
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The paper’s approach is similar to Blonigen et al (2007) and Garretsen and Peeters 
(2008) since, first and foremost, a spatial lag model is estimated in order to test 
whether spatial effects remain relevant after controlling for fixed effects. As a result, 
we found evidenced significant omitted variable bias for the spatially dependent 
variables, namely, surrounding market potential measure and spatial lag. This result 
has an important bearing on previous works on Spanish FDI determinants, since this is 
the first attempt to include spatial effects.  

Consistent with our priors and based on an Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis, the data 
support the notion that spatial linkages for Spanish FDI outflows do not vary to a large 
extent across (sample) time (Garretsen and Peeters, 2008). Additionally, spatial error 
model estimations suggest that apart from channels already identified by FDI theory 
(based on spatial lag and market potential signs and significance) some other 
transmission channels of shocks across Spanish FDI outflows may arise.  

Finally, after controlling for unobservable effects, we conclude that spatial linkages 
matter for Spanish outbound FDI. We also find evidence consistent with New 
Economic Geography (NEG) theories of agglomeration, mainly due to complex 
(vertical) FDI motivations. However, these results may be data-driven and 
disaggregated sub-samples across sectors must be studied in greater depth. The results 
also suggest the difficulty of disentangling the channels through which third-country 
effects affect Spanish outbound FDI and how these channels may vary across space 
and time. Introducing the variables such as corporate taxation and foreign capital 
restrictions would be a useful extension to the literature.  
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9. Data Appendix 

Variable Description Source Website

Real FDI
Aggregated annual FDI in millions of € converted with a price index 
of gross fixed capital formation (PWT)

Spanish Ministry of Industry, 
Turism and Trade  (DataInvex)

http://datainvex.comercio.es/

Host GDP Real GDP in current prices in millions of dollars Penn World Tables (PWT)

Host Population Population in millions Penn World Tables (PWT)

Trade Costs Inverse of the openess measure Penn World Tables (PWT)

Distance
Great circle distances between capital cities, measured in 
kilometers.

Centre D'Etudes Prospectives 
et D'Informations 
Internationales (CEPii)

http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/distances.htm

Host Skills
Gross enrollment rate (tertiary education). Linear Interpolation 1993-
1994. 

World Development Indicators 
(World Bank) http://web.worldbank.org/

Traditional Market Potential Distance-weighted Host&Weighted Gross Domestic Product of other 
host countries in the sample (n=224). (host+weighted GDPs)

PWT / CEPii http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/distances.htm

Surrounding Market Potential Distance-weighted Gross Domestic Product (weighted GDPs) PWT / CEPii http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/distances.htm

http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/php_site/pwt62/pwt62_form.php

Appendix Table 1. Data sources and definitions. 

Appendix Table 2. Countries included in the analysis

Argentina Chile Greece Mexico Russia
Australia China Guatemala Morocco South Africa
Austria Denmark Hungary Netherlands Sweden
Belgium Dominican Republic India Nicaragua Switzerland
Bolivia Ecuador Ireland Norway Tunisia
Brazil Egypt Israel Panama Turkey
Canada El Salvador Italy Peru United Kingdom
Colombia Finland Japan Philippines United States
Cuba France Jordan Poland Uruguay
Czech Republic Germany Luxembourg Portugal Venezuela

Appendix Table 3
Spatial Global Autocorrelation test (I Moran)

TOTAL No Rho No Rho Rho Rho
1993 No Rho No Rho No Rho Rho
1994 Rho Rho Rho NoRho
1995 No Rho No Rho No Rho Rho
1996 Rho Rho Rho Rho
1997 Rho Rho Rho Rho
1998 Rho Rho Rho Rho
1999 Rho Rho Rho Rho
2000 No Rho No Rho Rho Rho
2001 No Rho No Rho No Rho Rho
2002 No Rho No Rho No Rho Rho
2003 No Rho No Rho No Rho Rho
2004 No Rho No Rho No Rho Rho

*Ho: No Spatial Autocorrelation

Physic Contiguity 
(Queen 8 neighbours) Distance (Euclidean) Distance (Arc) K-nearest 20 

NeighboursWeight Matrix
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